Chocolate Tasting -

A Unique Experience into the World of Chocolate

OUR MISSION: We traveled to cacao farms in Belize, Mexico and the Dominican Republic to specifically
learn about the agriculture behind chocolate. Our mission is to teach people about chocolate and connect
people to where their chocolate comes from. We do this through educational and delectable chocolate
tastings.

WHAT WE TASTE: At our chocolate tastings, we only serve the highest quality chocolate from national and
international bean to bar chocolate makers. The cacao origins vary from organic farms in Belize, Mexico,
Dominican Republic, Peru, Cuba, Madagascar, Congo, Trinidad, and Ecuador, to name a few.

HOW IT WORKS: Since many people never have the opportunity to experience real chocolate, chocolate can
become another reason for guests to experience your vineyard. Let our trained cacao experts enhance a day
at your vineyard in two ways:
1. Setup a mini chocolate tasting area at your vineyard and offer chocolate tastings throughout the
afternoon. The Vineyard will earn a percentage of the total chocolate flights sold for the day.
2. Schedule a chocolate tasting for your guests that brings your guests through an educational chocolate
tasting to learn about…
 The plant behind chocolate & how it is grown, harvested, fermented and dried in country.
 The economy and agriculture behind chocolate touching on the big chocolate companies, how they
source their chocolate and the global impact of that sourcing.
 What makes bean to bar chocolate healthy
 Why it’s important to understand the difference between a chocolatier & a chocolate maker.
As we cover these topics, guests will receive a chocolate flight and will have the opportunity to taste samples
of different bean to bar chocolates throughout the presentation, learning about each chocolate maker & the
makeup of the chocolate they are tasting.

CONTACT: Jennifer Ross – CacaoShoppe.com – (516)343-6247 – cacaoshoppe@gmail.com

